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1.1

When the U.S..Supreme Court struck down the maternity

leave pOliOes for teachers in the Cleveland, Ohio and

Chesterfield County, Virginia schoolrdistricts in January 1974,

it, in effect, mandated that almost every school district 'in

the country revise its maternity leave regulations. At the

time.thdt the Supreme CoukissUed its'ruling, almost every

public school district-A-nth-eeountry -h-a-dprovisions it-s

maternity leave policy'which'V'iolated the tour-Vs decision:

policies which the Court descHt.ed as arbitrary, irrational,

-- unreasonable and in clear violation of the due process clause

of the U.S. Constitution.

This study was undertaken to determine the extent to which

school districts have brought their maternity leave 'policies into

compliance with the Supreme Court's decision in the fourteen

months since the Court's ruling. In addition, the study analyzes

the maternity leave requirements of the Equal Employment

Opportunities Commission (EEOC) to determine the extent to which

school districts are complying with these regulations. This

study also seeks to determine which variables are associated'

with compliance wi the Supreme' Court riling and the EEOC.

regulations.

Development of Issue

The issue of maternity leave rights grew simultaneously

with the advent of the.viomen's rights movement. As American

CAA
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wprking women became more aware of their status in society,

they began questioning the norms and rules which.had either

a latent or manifest function of restricting their equal employ-
.

meet with den. It-was 'only natural that the majortty of

professional women in this country, public school teachers,

.;

would be among the first to see the inherent inequity.of

existing maternity, leave policies.

However, with indivi'dtal womens5 struggles to change

maternity'leaYe policies came a deepening resistance to th-t4,

change from school.board members, who,are overwhelmingly male.;

Most AmeNcan school boards absolutely refused to change their

policies, despite charges of discrimination from women teachers.

Why were so many teachers eager to change maternity leave

policies, and wby were schopl,boards equally adamant in their

resistance to change? In the majority of American school
.. ,

districts, written4maternity leave policies are unilaterally

agreed to by the school board or by the board in negotiation

with the lOdal teacher organization. In very few cases is

the.policy informal Ind unwritteny. Only a small percentage of

school districti gaye a teacher the right to decide herself

yhr:n to leave teaching before the birth of her child, and how

soon to return afterwards. Almost all school districts set

time limits for her.

These time limits yaried by school district, but Usually,

school'boards required teachers to leave the classroom five on. .

O
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six months before the birth of the, child. leachers were also

required to. stay .out of teaching at least three months after °

1

childbirth.
D

Many boards actually required pregnant tEachpns:.to,l,eaR.. M.

teaching as soon as she knew she was pregnant, and,to stay .out'

e 0 '
of teaching until her child was two.i/Ars.old.,.0.11e:60.44.e;;W:4

.
,l-he.New.York school district which, required. that a:te.a.g.hex

notify the .board as to her pregnancy within ten daysn'of co.ncep.tion.'

.The most offensive aspect of "these Polieies,wA*.that'th.ey' :19

had no Medical basis. Most medical evidence states that pregnant

women are more susceptible to injury and absence from work in

the first few months than in later months. No medical testimony,

supporting policies that terminated pregriant teachers in their

last months were introduced by .schools in the Supreme Court case.

It is obvious that past maternity leave policies were' based -on

medical misinformation and'myths that were stubbornly clung, to

by school board members.

These policies were also frequently based on Victorian

attitudes toward pregnancy. .The case for mandatory time of

termination was often determined not by the length of pregnancy

but rather by 'the teacher's appearance. For example, teachers,

in Tipp City, Ohio were forced to terminate their services five

months prior to the expected date of birth or "earlier if the

evidence of pregnancy is too pronounced." Similarly, in Danville,

a)
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Kentucky teachers had to request leave at the beginning of

thefifth.month of pregnancy unless "the pregnancy. becomes

noticeable before then." The Milford, Nebraska maternity

-,Teiye polidy Otplained its provision by stating that "teaching a

while in obvious states of pregnancy is not for the best interests

- of the %Chools' educaticin pregram."2: It is Anterestingto 'note

that.in school districts where pregnant students were allowed

Ao'cotitinue inschool, pregnant teachers ofteri were noC. In

fact, Mrs. LaFleun,-.'one of the respondents in the Supreme

Court case, had several pregnant students in her class at the

time she was pregnant, and was required to take. her leave.
3

The theme that women need to be taken care of and protected

during pregnancy runs throughout maternity leaVe policies.

, Almost all school districts require women who have had-children,'

to bring in a note from their doctor stating that they are

'physic'ally -and emotionally, capable of returning to Work: this

requirement often includes, women who bore a child two years

previously. Other policies required a teacher to subm it.

evidence that her child was being take care of while she worked..

An occasional school board demands that the teacher bring in

a note from her husband which states his permission for er*to

teach before the board will allow her to return to tea hing.

These paternalistic attitudes were openly stated by many

school systems. For example, one school district in Harrisburg,

z. U
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\Pennsylvania s%tates,: "A married woman's first responsibility

will naturally\andrightfully, be to her husband, household,

and children. Shophl a married female employee become pregnant,

her resignation would be best for her, her family and the

school." The, author Of the Cleveland maternity leave policy

.stated in defense of thepolicy: "I am a strong believer that

young chidrenoligite.to h\ve tilec.mother ther:e% . it is very

important that-they be there for the love and tender care of

4
-..

--rthe babies."

One of the strongest inequities in maternity leave policies.
.

was that, almost withoutexcootion, women were. not allowed' to

use their accumulated paid tick leave days for the time they

were absent due to maternity. All other types of medical

absences were allowed under'paid sick leave, policies except

for maternity. A woman could use sick leave to have an abortion

or a'hysterectoMy, but not to have.a baby.

Even more ludicrous is the policy in effect in a number

of school systems which allows a male teacher to use his sick

'leave when his wife gives birth, while prohibiting female

teachers from taking sick leave when they have a child.

Apparently, paternity rights are more important than maternity

rights.

Financial Hardships to Women Teachers

Maternity leave regulations meant dollars out of a woman

.teacher's pocket. Not only were women obliged to stop work for
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a Conerable length of time before and after childbirth,

whether they wished to stop working.or not, bqt they had to

do this at their own)rpene. They also were not guaranteed

their jobs when they returned to work. Nontenured teachers,

who left during pregnancy, had to reappl'y, tb the district NAd
. .

were; treated as new applicants.. 4. . .., . . - . ,
.-...',0t

.....I. ` .. .

It 5 obvious, then, that maternity leavtpolicies stopped
/ ' 6..) k

4omen''s,progress op Aheir career ladder. These policies help
,. ,, .

. +.., . .

to restrict a woman's chance for promotion ta'a supervisory
.

,or administrative:position. Young women have been assured
. .

that ,A4ey will become pregnantamd have to lea teaching,

while older teachers who had fewer consecutive work years due

to these policies have had less of a chance for promotions

because of it.

The Role'of Teacher Organizations

Today these policies seem ludicrous and unbelievable:
Nk

but foraIny years women teachers-accepted 'them as 'another

restrictive aspect of women's role-in. society. The belief'

was that these policies were inevitable and unchangeable:'

thig belief was-fostered by local, teachers' organizations,

which supported these restrictive policies.

Only in the past few years has there been strong response

from women teachers against these policies. On the national and

state level, both the American,Federation of Teachers and the

National Education Association have passed policy resolutions
a

ti
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/calling for liberalized maternity leave regulation, They

have also provided legal'and financial assistance to women in

litigation against their school boar. 0

Since seventy percent'of American schoo.1 districts with

contracts with a teacher organization have a maternity leave.

regulation in their contracOmaternity leave is one area Where

.decision7making is shared by the teacher organization and the .

board: it is not a unilateral .decision in these districts.

But overwhelming, local teacher organizations have agreed to

.
maternity provisions in their contract negotiations that were

P

in direct contrast to their national. organization policy'. This

makes 'clear the fact that NEA and-AFT local affiliates have

shown only 'nominal concern regarding maternity leave p.olictes.

Because 1oCal teacher organizations did not use the

collective bargaining process to improve maternity leave

regulations prior to the Supreme Court ruling, the only

alternative for women teachers as to file suit with. the local.

Human Rights Commission or to take theirnard to court. By

.

1974, teachers had sued in over twenty states,: two,of these

cases were heard before the Supreme Courtin January 1974.4,1/1

The Supreme Court Ruling_

In defending their right to set time-limit for when a

pregnant teacher must leaveand return to the classroom, the

'two school boards presented arguments in defense of these time

t)
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. .requirements.
6

Some of these arguments were; .6not'edtionia-'\.

children from teachers who were incapable of performing thei r

dutiep, 'administrative convenience, maintenance of continuity
-

in classroom instruction, and protection of the expectant .

woman and her unborn child:

The Court did not support the school districts.' arguments
r 7

. a.nd Keld.theMaternity feave policies to be unconstitufionel,.

In fact, the'dourttated that thesepolicies were more likely

to prdvent .continuity Tn instruction than to supPOrt-continuit).

.

'*Not only'that, but Justice Powell calN led the school boards'

arguments after-the-fact rationalizations Which were.develofoed
. .

.

specifically to meet the legal ckallenge:. a.
o

.

The Court Also ruled that the Cleveland provision',. requiring.

a woman to stay out of teaching three months after childbirth,

was unconstitutional. It was termed "wholly arbitrary and

irrational," and penalized women for having children,. However,

the Chesterfield County regulation that teachers must wait until

the beginning of tOe next school year to return to work was

upheld because it provided for continuity of instruction-,
. )7

But the Court did not rule on other maternity leav0 e'issues:

whether maternity leave can be denied to untenured teachers, -.

or whether the board can seta termination date for the last

few weeks of pregnancy. Most importantly, the Court did not

decide on thOssue of whether a teacher on maternity leave,

should receive sick 1eave pay or normal benefits during her

O

16.
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maternity leave, although h'ese'Were. issues dealt with by.
'

4

EEOC regiktations.
....t.".

, .

Impact of the%Civil_Rfghts-Act on Maternity. t!eave Policies '
,* I.

.
The Court decision did not touch upo n some important policy'

recommendations of th,,extension of Title XII of he Civil.Rght&4'
i*

1 . 4 , ..

'.- e, , '

. K
Act of 196.4 which

4

covers educational 'employees bccvse the
.

.,-
.

'
-.-.. -. 4 4..,i

Cleveland and Chnterfield Counti, teachefFwee pllced. oili
, - . .

,,

maternityleave pr'ior to 'this extension. :.,
.-.

4

In 1972 Title VII, mhich.p?ohibits job-aiscrimination do

. the basis. of sex 'as well as other characteristics, as Actended -

by the Equal ,Employment.Acteof 1972-to cove' public employees, 1

'1111'

The Equal Employment Opportunities Commission (EEOC), the

federal body' %.nicti administers Title VII.,,has issued guidelines

,which mandate that pregnancy be treated exactly the'same as

other types of AempoTary disability.. Therefore, under EEOC r

regulations, maternity leave must be viewed as j another

reason for regular paid, sick leave andnot as a spec al and
.

sepirate category of leave as it usually has been treated.- In

addition, school district regulations regarding accrual of

seniority, reinstatement, and payment under any health insurance

plan, must treat maternity leave the same as any other tempbi-ary'

disabilit,y. While EEOC regulations are'not binding on court

decisions,-'courts have usually supported these regulattions.

Therefore, in order to assure the legality'of present maternity

., ,leave policies, school distrts shouldhave policies which conforM
A

to both the Supreme Court ruling and the EEOC regulations.

11.)-
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Having a maternity leave 'policy which does KRA conform

to the EEOC regulations leaves school' districts extremely

vulnerable to law suits by women teachers, which, if th'e,
\

district loses, will cost thedistrict substantial sums.of-
.

money.. Because of this, lt,is clearly in.fhe best interest
..

of schbol districts"to have maternity leavd.pol4cies which

conform to both the,SupremeCourt ruling and EEOC regulations.'

0
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Methology

For the purpose of this study, the maternity leave policy

in effect for-the 1974-75 school year in the eleven largest

school districts in the country (those with an enrollment of

over 120,000 students) was determined., Interviews with school

district personnel and content analyses of written policies

were made to determine the policies' in New York City, Los Angeles,

ChicagoDetroit, Philadelphia, Houston, Miami (Dade County),

Baltimore, Dallas, Cleveland; and Washington, D.C. These eleven

school districts employ, a total of 179,054 school teachers, or

1pproximately eight percent of all the teachers in the nation.

Relationship between compliance with EEOC regulations and the

following variables was made: compliance with Supreme Court

decision; former.maternity policies; region of. school district;

percent of teachers'withtn school district; bargaining agent;

method Of selection of board members; percent of women on board;

occupation of women board members; and-race of board members.

Analysis of Data

The response rate for the survey was one hundred percent,

with a one hundred percent response rate for each question.

(See interview schedule at the end of the paper).. Every school

district (100%) had a written maternity leave policy.

As was stated earlier, there are five major Compliance

points witIin the EEOC regulations. Two of these five points

were ruled on and upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court: three have
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not yet ,had a definitive court ruling. However, the absence

of a 'definitive ruling does not necessarily weaken the thrust

of EEOC reg ations.

Thrlarge city school districts were surveyed regarding

degree of compliance with the five major EEOC regulations.

When they were asked. whether or not there exists a policy,

regarding the time of .pregnancy when a teacher must begin

maternity leave, and whether or not there exists a policy,

determining how long a teacher must stay out of the classroom

.
after childbirth, all replied ,thet there was no set policy.

Therefore, all school districts (100%) showed total compliade

on these two points.

TABLE I

Compliance on Five Issues

Issue Percent Compliance Cities Not In Compliance

V,
2.

3.
4.
5.

Leave Policy
Return Policy /

Sick Leave /

Fringe Benefits
Gualsanteed RetUrn
to Former Position

100%
100%
,82%
64%

64%

Los Angeles; Baltimore.
L.A.; Balt.; Chic.; Detroit

L.A.; Balt.; Cleveland; N.Y.

N=11-

As Table I shows, two school districts-,(18 %) were not in

compliance with EEOC regulations regarding the payment of sick

leave be-n-e -fits to those teachers absent due to pregnancy. Four

school districts (36%) were in violation of the EEOC regulations

regarding both the granting of fringe benefits (hJalth insurance,

etc.). and gueranteed return to former position.
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It should be noted, however,. that of those school districts

who denied fringe benefits to teachers on maternity leave,.all

allowed these teachers to continue the.ir coverage while on

maternity leave by paying both their share and the school

district's share of the costs of the benefit plan. Also, of

those districts which did not guarantee that a teacher on maternity

leave be returned to her former position, all of these districts

did assure her of a similar position.

Returning to Table I, both school - districts which denied

-sick leave benefits also denie,d both fringe benefits and guarantee

of former position. Fifty percent of those school districts

which were not in compliance on the fringe benefits issues

were in compliance on guaranteed return to former status,

and fifty percent of those districts which were not in compliance

on guaranteed return to former pOsition were in compliance on the

fringe benefits issue.

Large city school districts have been categorized into

three groups, for purposes of crosstabulations. The first

category, as shown in Table II, is comprised of those school

districts which complied with all aspects of the EEOC regulation

and Supreme Court decision. These school districts are,

therefore:in total compliance and represent forty-ftve percent

/of the total. '1".1-1-chool districts361+w-hov-i-olatecL_o_nly

one of the five 'regulations were deemed as be.ing in substantial

compliance. Those districts (18%) which violated three of the
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fiv regulations were considered to be in substantial non-

compliance. Note that fifty-five percent of all large city

\school districts violate at least one aspect of the EEOC

regulations.

T.A.BLE II

Type of Compliance by Pementage of School'District

Type of Compliance Percentage

Total Compliance 45%
Substantial Compliance
Substantial Non-Compliance

37%
18%

It should be pointed out that of the five major compliance

issues stemming from EEOC regulations, the two which have been

.supported,liry,he Supreme Court are the only regulations on which .

there has been one hundred percent compliance within la)* city'

schools. It is obvious that support of an EEOC regulation by a

Supreme Court decision is positively related to compliance.

In order to assume a relationship between current maternity

leave policies and the effect of EEOC regulations, those maternity

leaye policies in effect preyious to EEOC rulings should be
7

,; examined. Only one of the eleven large city school districts

:had,before the EEOC regulations went. into effect, what we would

term Total Compliance with these regulations policies. One

other district (9%) would be grouped tnt0the Substantiill

Compliance category, based on its old'policy, while the remaining

eighty-tWo percent of the former polici4 of the remaining school

d4s-tricts_wguldhave to be grouped into the Substantial Non-
_

ComplianoC-category. There i ,.therefore, substantial evidence



that without EEOC regulations and the Supreme, Court ruling,

these restrictive maternity leave policies probably would

not have been changed.

The variable region of country was examined in relationship

toraxistina maternity leave policies. Grouping the eleven

cities into the regions of West, Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, and

South, Table III shows that the cities showing'total compliance

were generally southern cities.

TABLE III

Region by Compliance .

O

West Mid-Atlantic Midwest South

"Substantial Compliance 100% 25% 0' 0

Substantial Non-Compliance 0 25% 100% 0

Total Compliance 0 50% 100%
N=3- N=3

a
The variable number of teat rs in a school district was

analyzed in terms of maternity leave policy compliance. 'The

number of teachers in a large cjty school district were grouped

into three categories:, small (under 9,999 teachers); medium

representation (under 19,999 teachers); and large (over 20,000

teachers). Table IV shows that school districts with small

and medium numbers of teachers are substantially more likely to

bi found in total compliance than are school, districts with a

large number of teachers. In fact, of the three largest American

school systems (New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago), which

represent 62% the teac er-§Thrrr-t-hts--to-ta-1--samplenone are in

total compliance with EEOC regulations.
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TABLE IV

Number of Teachers by Compliance .

Small Medium, Large

Total Compliance sv 67% 33%
Substantial Compliance `% 33% 67%
Substantial Non-Compliance 20% 0 0

.N=5 . N=3 N=3

Table V displays type of teacher bargaining agent

(AFT, NEA, and Other.) by type of compliance. This shows

that total compliance tends to be found in school districts

with NEA as"the bargaining agent.

,'"TABLE V, ,

Bargaining Agent by Compliance

NEA AFT Other

Total Compliance . 67% 33% 0.

Substantial Compliance 0 67% .0

Substantial Non-Compliance 33% 0 1.00%

N=3 N=7 N=1

The next four variables affecting compliance all refer
9

to characteristics of school boards: selection of members;.
10 11

number of women members; occupation of women members;
.12

and race of members. Table VI shows method of '.selection of

school board members (appointed or elected) :by compliance.

Table VII indicates that there does not appear to be any

definite relationship between method of selection of board

member and extent of compliance.

't C)
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TABLE VI

Method of Selettion by Compliance

Appointed g Elected

Total Compliance 25%. 57%

Substantial Compliance 50% 29%

Substantial Nan-Compliance 25% 14%
. N.4 N=7

In Table VII, the percent of women serving on a

school board was grouped into three categories: low

(between ten and nineteen percent); medium (twenty to

thirty-nine percent); and high (forty to forty-six percent).

There does not seem to be any definite. relationship between

percent of women on board and type of compliance.

TABLE VII

Percent of Women on Board. by Compliance

Low Medium High,

Total Compliance% 33% (i'i 19%
Substantial Compliance 33% 25% 50%

Substantial Non-eCompliance ' 33% 25% . 0

N=3 N=4 ,
N=4
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Occupation of the women school board members was analyzed

.(housewife or non-housewife) in -order to see if any relation

occurred between capat on and type of compliance. The

schodlThoards where the women members.were hoUsewives in less

than fifty percent of the cases were placed in the category

. "Low," and those boards with women members. who'were housewives

in more than fifty perc of the cases were placed in'the

"High" category.

As Table VIII indicates, there was,no relationship between

percent housewife of women-board members and type af compliance.

It is important to note, however, that seventy-three percent of

the large city school districts sampled had women board members

whose occupation was housewife over fifty percent of the time.

TABLE VIII

Occupation of Women Members by Compliance
Low High

Total Compliance 33% 13%

Substantial'Compliance 33% 37%

Substantial Non-Compliance 33% 50%
N.3 N=8

Racial representatiorr,on school boards of minorities was

grouped into two categories: Low and Medium Representationi-,

(between fourteen and thirty-three percent racial minorities)

and High Representation (between thirty-six and seventy-three

percent racial minorities)., Table IX showg that a high percent

of racial minority board members is less likely to result in

total compliance with maternity leave regulations. (It is
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interesting to note that racial minorities, whatever their

sex, are as well-represented on school boards in-this sample

as are women, whatever their races. The fairly high representa-

tion of racial minorities is probably a function of the fact

that this sample is'orlargecity school districts, while the

fairly low representation of women on large city school
13

districts is typical of most'school boards).
3

TABLE IX

Racial Minority Board Representation by Compliance

LOW & Medium High

Total' Compliance '57% 25%
Substantial Compliance 29% 50%
Substantial Non-Compliance 14% 25%

N=7 N=4-

To summarize, all school districts complied with those

EEOC regulations which were supported by the (Supreme Court.

However, fifty-five percent of large city school districts

violated at least one EEOC regulation. Those variables. which

seem positively related to Total Compliance are: a Supreme

Court decision in support of regulations; South as region of

school district; low and medium representation of teacher size

for school districts; and affiliation with NEA as the bargaining.
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agent for teachers. Those variables which, seem to be neither positively

nor negatively related to Total Compliance are: method of selection

o

of board members; percent women on board; and percent occupation of women

board members. (Note that three of four school board variables are not

related to Total Compliance.) A variable negatively related to Total'

Compliance was high percent of racial minorities as school board members.

The Ideal school district, in terms of Total Compliance, wouldsbe:

affiliated with an NEA bargaining agent; of low or medium teacher size;

Southern; and with few racial minorities on the school board. In summary,

the typical school district which is in compliance with Supreme Court

and EEDC rulings does not have the characteristics one would expect,

0
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Conclusion

Why have local school boards shown noxesistance to complying with

.

provisions of the Supreme Court ruling, while a significant number of

boards flagrantly violate EEOC regulations? One reason is probably that

of legitimacy. The stature of a Supreme Court ruling 4s considerably
'1?

higher than that of an EEOC regulation. Another contribuing factor is::

that some provisions in EEOC maternity leave regulations, such as sick

leave, have not been-Subject_to a definitive court ruling and are there---
fore not regarded-by many people as legally binding:

4

Probably an even stronger cause of noncompliance with EEOC regulationd-

is that putting these regulations into practice would be very expensive for

school districts. Compliance with the Supreme Court ruling, that is not

haVing,mandatory cut-off dates for employment, do not require a substantial

outlay of funds. But giving sick leave pay to pregnant teachers, and .

extending their Benefits through the time they are absent, means a policy 11;

change which results in spending extra money: not a,popular thought to

school board tregbers. Both of these factors, the legitim acy-of a Supreme

Court decision as compared to the lack of legitimacy of an EEOC regulation,

and financial cost, strongly contribute to the tendency of school districts

?

to comply with the ,Supreme 'Court decision on maternity leave and not th

EDOC regulations.
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Of course, itathe school boards which -moo not comply with EEOC regula-

tions are sued and lose their case, they then risk losing a tremendous
19---,

aMbdiat of money. Ih fact, recently a U.S. district court ruled thit 125
,....,

teachers in Oklahoma City are eligible for back pay and sick leave due to
14

illegal maternity leave requirements. A Richmond, Virginia Federal
15,

judge also ordered retroactive back pay for these reasons. These area

the giret class action suits regarding maternity leave."

If school boards continue to lose class action suits, the result

is more costly-than if they had voluntarily paid sick leave benefits,

-

because districts then would be required to financially reimburse those

teachers who were forced out of teaching as well'as having paid other

teachers to substitute for them. But school boards may still prefer to be

forced to change their sick leaVe policies, rather than to do so voluntarily.
. .

,

__:.-----74/
Many school boards would rather lose a case, and then be.legally-reqUifid----

to change theit_policies-i-thaiito'voluntarily increase the 'strict budget,

and risk voter disapproval.

However, impending Title IX regulations will make it extremely:difficult`

for school boards to resist change, by mandating that maternity leave and

gii5;iir7a7; disability provisions be'identical. In addition, implementation

and enforcement of Title .IX bytHEW will remove the burden of initiating

legal action from individual women teachers.
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